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Lesson objectives
Structures
Present Simple
Time expressions: always, often, U$ually,etc.

Functions
Talking about people and places
Talking about routines and general facts

Key vocabulary
Places: Australia, capital, cinema, country,
England, Great-Britain, Italy (Italian), Mexico,
museum, Narthem Ireland, park, Scotland,
town, Wales, zoo
Sport: basketball, belly {lap, diving, football
match, ice rink, ind.oorswimming pool
People: dad, father, grandparents, mother,
parents, pen friend

Background information
The United Kingdom includes Great Britain
and Northern lreland. GreatBritain includes
England, Scotland and Wales,but not any part
of lreland. In less formallanguage, GreatBritain
is sometimes used to mean the same as the
United Kingdom.
The capital of Scotland is Edinburgh. The
capital of Wales is Cardiff. The capital of
Northern lreland is Belfast. The capital of the
Republic of Ireland is Dublin.

Before class
· Bring a large wall map of Great Britain to the

lesson (Exercise 1).
· Make enough copies of pictures from

Resource 1 (page 150) for each S in the c1ass.
Make sure that there are enough matching
pictures for all pairs of Ss in the c1ass.

Presentation

o Exercise 1· Ask Ss to look at the map in their books. Read out
the question and see how many of them think the
answer is 'Ves' and how many think it is 'No'.

· Play the recording for Ss to listen and read the
text and see if their answer is correct.

Answer
Yes

· Ask individual Ss to come and point to the
places they know on the large map. Check Ss'
pronunciation of the place names.

O Exercise2· Ask Ss to look at the letter and say who it is to
(Pedro) and who it is from (Mark).
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· Ask Ss to listen to the recording the first time
and find out who the children in the picture are.
(Vicki, Kim, Rob and Mark)

· Play the recording again for Ss to listen and read
the letter for general comprehension.

~
Comprehension

Gt Exercise3
· Ss wark in pairs, asking and answering the

questions and referring back to the letter in
Exercise 2, if necessary. Go round and monitor
the activity, paying particular attention to correct
content of answers and use of short answers, e.g.
Yes, she iso

Answers
2 Yes, she iso 3 Her mother is from Scotland and her
father is from Wales. 4 Because her dad's got a new
job in Melbourne. 5 Yes, there iso 6 They go to an
indoor swimmingpoo!.

Language box
Present Simple
· Read out the time expressions (every day, etc.)

to the c1ass and remind Ss that we use the
Present Simple to talk about things that happen
sometimesar all the time (e.g.EveryWednesday
we go to an indoor swimming pool) and for things
that are true in general (e.g. Rob plays for the
school football team).

· Ask individual Ss to read out the sentences in the
box. Oraw Ss' attention to the short answers.

Practice

Exercise4
· Ask one of the Ss to read out the example

sentences. Point out that Ss need to write a
negative and a positive sentence for each item. Ii
you wish, do the second item with the whole c1ass.

· Ss complete the exercise working individually.

Answers
2 Rob doesn't vi sit his parents in Italy. He visits his
grandparents there/in Italy. 3 lenny doesn't send
letters to the Londoners. She sends emails to them/
Mark's parents' computer. 4 Mark doesn't go to
football matches on Fridays. He goes (to them) on
Saturday afternoons. 5 Rob doesn't play in a school
basketball team. He plays for/in the school football
team. 6 The Londoners don't go to the ice rink
every Wednesday. They go to an indoor swimming
pool every Wednesday.
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Gt Exercise5
· Ask Ss to look at the example prompts and then

ask twa Ss to read out the example exchange.
· Ss wark in pairs, first making the questions.

Check the questions with the whole c1ass.
· Ss then ask and answer the questions. Go round

and monitor the activity, paying particular
attention to correct content of the answers and
correct use of the Present Simple.



Answers
2 Does Rob play for the sehool football team? Yes,he
does. 3 What do the Londoners sometimes do? They
sometimes go to the iee rink or the cinema. 4 When
do the Londoners go to the swimming pool? They go
to the swimming pool on Wednesdays. S Does Kim
like swimming? Yes,she does but she doesn't like
swimming under water. 6 Does Mark always do a
belly fIop? Yes,he does.

O Exercise 6· Read out the instructions. Give Ss time to read
through the table of activities before playing the
recording. Point out that Ss have to write the day
if Kim and her family do an activity.

· Play the recording twice for Ss to listen and
complete the table.

· Check Ss' answers by playing the recording again,
pausing after each answer.
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Tapescrlpt
Kim: Hello there! I'm Kim and I've got a brother

called David. We live in London and there

are lots of things you can do here.
1 Kim: My family and Ilove sport. My brother

David and I go swimming at the swimming
pool every Wednesday with our school. My
parents are good swimmers but they never
go to the swimming pool.

2 Kim: My parents play tennis every Friday at a
tennis club. David plays tennis with his
friends on Tuesdays. I never go to the club
because I can't play tennis.

3 Kim: My parents don't watch television but I
always watch my favourite programme on
Thursday evenings at half past six. David
watches football every Sunday afternoon.

4 Kim: Ilove the weekends. Every Saturday Mum,
Dad, David and I go to the cinema. We all
like adventure films and comedies.

5 Kim: On Sundays I meet my friends from school.
We do our homework together. Mum and
Dad also meet their friends on Sundays but
they don't do homework. They just talk and
laugh. Lucky them! David goes to football
practice with the school team. He doesn't
have time to meet his friends.

~

~ Exercise 7
. Ask two Ss to read out the example exchange.

Elicit one or two more exchanges from the class.
· Ss then work in pairs, taking turns to ask and

answer questions about Kim's family.

Exercise 8

· Read out the example sentences and elicit
suggestions from the class for completing the
second and third sentences.

· Ss write about themselves and their families.Remind
them to write the days when they and members of
their familydo something.

l TheLonaoners

Resource 1 (page 150)
lnteraction: group work
Exercise type: asking questions, responding to
picture clues
Aim: to practise Present Simple, questions
and short answers
Language: Do you go to the swimming pool on
Mondays? - Yes, l do.jNo, l don't.

· Ss work in two groups A and B. Copy one set
of pictures from Resource l for each group.
Each S gets one picture from the set. Make
sure that there are enough matching pictures
for all pairs of Ss in the class.

· Tellthe Ss from group A to remain on their
seats. Ss from group B go around the classroom
and ask Ss from group A questions about
the activities in their pictures, using the time
expressions from the cards, e.g.: Do you go to
the swimming pool on Mondays? If the answer
is negative, they go to the next S. If the answer
is positive, they must ask about the other
activity in their picture. The aim of the task is
to find the person who has the same picture.
When Ss find their partner they sit down
together.
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ActivltyBookAnswers
Exercise 1
2 museum 3 swimming pool 4 zoo S cinema
6 ice rink
Exercise 2
2 capital 3 pen friend 4 country S mateh 6 town
Exercise 3
usually, often, sometimes, never
Exercise 4
2 Rob often watehes football matches.

Mark watehes football matehes every week.
Vicki doesn't watch football matches.

3 Rob's family often eat pizza.
Vicki and Kim eat pizza every week.
Kim's mum doesn't eat pizza.

Exercise 5
2 Yes, I do.jNo, I don't. 3 Yes,we do.jNo, we don't.
4 Yes,shejhe does.jNo, shejhe doesn't.
S Yes, shejhe does.jNo, shejhe doesn't.
Exercise 6
2 visits 3 Does lenny go 4 goes S does lenny
send 6 sends 7 doesn't send
Exercise 7
2f 3a 4g Sd

~
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Learning difficulties
Ex 1 and 2 are based on the skill of reading. As
Ss with dyslexia find reading difficult, instead
of asking them to read the text you could show
them a map of GB and ask them what they
know about this country and if they know what
the capital city of GB isoThis way you will also
build on their existing knowledge, giving shy
and/or weak ones a chance to speak.

Ex 2 Because the text is too long, divide it into
shorter parts based on the questions in Ex 3. Ss
could work in pairs and then you could check
their answers in open class.

Answers
Kim David Kim's

parents
l go swimming .I Wed .I Wed X
2 playtennis X .I The .I Fri
3 wateh television .I Thur .I Sun X
4 go to the cinema .I Sat .I Sat .I Sat
S meet friends .I Sun X .I Sun
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Lesson objectives
Structures
Present Continuous
Time expressions: at the moment, now, today .

Functions
Talking about actions happening naw

Key vocabulary
Household activities: dean the house, do the
washingjhousework, dust the omaments, polish
the fumitu re, sweep the floor, vacuum the
carpet, wash-up
Detective: fingerprint, murder

Background information
The twa crazy detectives remind us of Sherlock
Holmes and his friend Dr Watson, created by
the writer Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (1859-1930).

Before class
. Make enough copies of Resource 2A on

page 151 and the role cards from Resource 2B
on page 152 for all the Ss in the class.

Presentation

o Exercise 1. Ask Ss to read the title of this unit and guess why
these detectives are 'crazy'. Find out which Ss like
detective stories and who their favourite detective
iso

. Ask Ss to look at picture l and text l while you
play the recording of the first section for Ss to
listen, look and read. Then ask Ss to point to
Clueless, Holmes and Mrs Smith in the picture.

. Then play the whole recording twice for Ss to
listen and read..Check that Ss understand vocabulary such as
fumiture (ask Ss to give examples of classroom
furoiture, e.g. table, chair) and omaments (ask
Ss to give examples of oroaments, in their first
language if necessary).

~
Exercise 2.Ask one of the Ss to read out the example item.
. Ss complete the exercise working individually ar

in pairs if you wish. Tell them to refer back to the
story in Exercise l if necessary.

. Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read
out the sentences.

Answers
2 meal limes 3 Holmes's 4 fingerprints S dirty
6 a mess

- ~

Vocabulary
..---

Exercise 3

. Ask one of the Ss to read out the example
sentence.

. Ss complete the exercise working individually.
Tell them to refer back to the story in Exercise l,
if they wish. They can compare answers in pairs
before checking answers as a class.

Answers
2 dean 3 polish 4 sweep Sdo 6 duSI 7 vacuum

~Language box
Present Continuous
. Read outthe time expressions to the class. Explain

that the Present Continuous is used to describe
something happening naw, e.g. In picture 3,
Holmes is taking fingerprints.

. Ask Ss to repeat the sentences in the box after
you. Draw their attention to the agreement of the
pronoun and verb to be (e.g. I am, he is, we are).

. Give Ss time to read and study the formation of
negative sentences and questions in the examples.

~
Extension.Ask Ss to look back at the story in Exercise l and

find and read out sentences using the Present
Continuous.

. Write these sentences on the board and ask Ss
to change them into negative sentences and
questions.

Practice

~ Exercise 4. Ask Ss to look at the prompts in the first question
while twa Ss read out the example exchange.

. If you wish, do the second question with the
whole class.

. Tell Ss to wark in pairs to make the remaining
questions (but not to answer the questions at this
stage) .

. Check that Ss have formed the questions correctly
by asking individuals to read out their questions.

. Ss then wark in pairs, taking turos to ask and
answer the questions. Tell them to use fulI
sentences for the answers to wh-questions and
short answers to the other questions. Go round
and monitor the activity, paying particular
attention to correct content of the answers and
use of the Present Continuous.

. Check Ss' answers by asking pairs of Ss to say
their exchanges.



Answers
2 Who is wearing a coat inside the house? Mrs Smith
is wearing a coat inside the house. 3 Why are
Holmes and Clueless cleaning the house? They are
cleaning the house because it is very dirty. 4 What
is Mrs Smith dusting? She is dusting the ornaments.
S Is Holmes polishing the furniture? No, she isn't.
GWhat are the two detectives doing in the kitchen?
They are washing up and doing the washing;making
a terrible mess.

Speaking skilis
Deseribing (1)·Read out the sentences. Then, elicit twa ar three

sentences from the class to describe Picture l
in Exercise l, e.g. Holmes is having breakfast.
Clueless is eating an egg. Mrs Smith is wearing her
coat. This will prepare Ss for Exercise 5.

~ Exercise 5· Read out the instruction and example expressions
to the class. Ask the class to complete the three
sentences, using the Present Continuous.

. Ss wark in pairs, making more sentences to
describe picture 2.

· The pairs tell the class their sentences and see
how many different sentences they have made.

~ Exercise 6· Ask twa Ss to read out the example dialogue.
· Give the class anoth~r example by acting out one

ar twa actions yourself for the class to guess (e.g.
writing an email, sweeping the floar).

· Ss wark in pairs, taking turns to act out their
actions and guess their partner's actions.

· Each S then acts out one of their actions for the
class to guess.

Resource 2 (pages 151-152)
Interaction:whole class
Exercisetype:informationgap
Aim: to practise Present Continuous;
questions and answers
Language: What is he/she doing? He/she is ... .

· Each S gets a copy of Resource 2A and one
role card from Resource 2B.

· First Ss work individually. They read their
role cards and fill in the name/names in the
empty boxes in their pictures. They must also
cross the person's name off the list under the
picture. Tell the Ss not to show their pictures
and role cards to each other.

· Write Whereis Ben?and What is hedoing?
on the board. Tell the Ss that Holmes and
Clueless are looking for clues and a suspect
- Ben. Nobody knows where Ben is and what
he is doing. Ss will get the answers after they
identify all the other people in the picture.
(Ben is the only person without a card.)

· Ss walk around the class and ask questions
to find out what all the people in the list are
doing, sa that they can fill in all the boxes.
Forexample:What is Mark doing?He'seating
sandwiches./Idon't know. Ss mustn't show
their role cards and pictures to each other.
They are allowed to ask about one person at
a time.
Answer
Ben is in the kitchen. He is reading a book.

2 Crazy Oetectives
r ,

I Actlvlty BookAnswersI .
lI ExerClse

I 2a 3d 4g Sc Gf 7e
I Exercise 2

: 2 I'm (not) doing my English homework.
I 3 My mum is (not) helping me.
I 4 I'm (not) wearing jeans.
I S The birds are (not) singing.
I GI'm (not) having breakfast.
: 7 Irs (not) raining.
I Exercise 3
I 2 Is Mrs Smith vacuuming the carpets? - Yes, she iso
I 3 Is Mrs Smith doing the washing? - No, she isn't.
: 4 Are Holmes and Clueless sweeping the floor? - Yes,
I they are.
I S Is Holmes polishing the furniture? - No, she isn't.

: GIs Cluelesscleaningthe windows?- Yes,he iso
I Exercise 4
I 2 Clueless isn't eating a pizza. He's eating an egg.
I 3 Clueless and Holmes aren't having lunch. They are
: having breakfast.
I 4 The dog isn't watching Clueless. The dog is
I watching Holmes.
I S Mrs Smith isn't wearing a jacket. She's wearingI
I a coat.
I Exercise 5
I 2 furniture 3 floor 4 meals S vacuum cleaner I
L __ _ ~
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Learning dirriculties 1
Ss with dyslexia need more practice in order to
understand the text and remember important
information, so after listening to the dialogue
in Ex l, divide the Ss into groups of three and
ask them to read and act out the story. If they
act it out correctly you will know that they
understand the story well and are ready to
answer the questions that follow. Ss from other
groups can help or correct the performing Ss'
dialogues.
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Lesson objectives
Structures
Present Simple: stative verbs
Order of adjectives

Functions
Giving information about animals

Skills

Writing skilIs: paragraph

Key vocabulary
Part of the body (animals): arms, body, ears,
eyes, face, fingers, fingemails, lips, mouth,
nostrils
Adjectives describing animals: big, funny, hairy,
huge, large, little, long, round, rubbery, strong

Background information
lane Goodall went to East Africa in 1960 to
study chimpanzees. In 1977, she founded the
lane Goodall Institute for Wildlife Research,
Education and Conservation the aim of which is
to protect chimpanzees and their habitats.
Dr Irene Pepperberg works in the USAand
studies Grey Parrots. She bought Alex from a
Chicago pet store in 1977. Alex can label seven
colours, is learning the alphabet and can count
up to six objects. He likes cardboard boxes,
keychains and corks.

Before class
· Bring to the lesson (and/ar ask Ss to bring)

some pictures of wild animals, e.g. lions,
giraffes, hippopotamuses, crocodiles.

· Make enough copies of the bingo cards from
Resource 3 on page 153 for each S in the class.

Presentation

o Exercise 1·Ask Ss to look at and talk about the photos on
the page. Encourage them to say what they know
about chimpanzees, using English as much as
possible.·Play the recording for Ss to listen and read the
letter.·Ask the class who the magazine is for. (English
learners around the world.)·Play the recording (Your Favourite
Animals) twice for Ssto listen and read. TellSs
not to worry if they can't understand every word
but to focus on general understanding.

~

Comprehension

Exercise 2

· Look at the first item with the class. Ask Ss to
find the section of text that tells them that this is
a false statement. (hugeears)

· Ss complete the exercise, referring back to the text.
· When checking Ss' answers, ask them to correct

the false statements.

Answers
2 X (Shecan't speak.) 3.1 4.1 5.1 6 X
(They'vegot four longfingersand a short thumb.)

Vocabulary--
Exercise 3·Look at the example item with the class.
· Ss work in pairs, if you wish, matching the

pictures (a-l) and the descriptions (1-12).·When checking Ss' answers, also check their
understanding and pronunciation of the words in
the descriptions.

Answers
1k 2d 4i Sh 6j 7e 8f 9g lOa 111
12b

Language box
Stative verbs
· Read out the text in the box to the class.

Encourage Ss to guess, using their first language
if necessary, why these verbs are not used in the
Present Continuous. (because they describe a state
which lasts longer than an action happening now)

Practice

Exercise4·Ask Ss to look at the pictures and say what they
know about parrots and elephants.

· Ask one of the Ss to read out the first sentence of
the text and the example item. Elicit the second
item from the class.

· Ss complete the exercise working individually.
Remind them that they need to decide which verb
form to use - the Present Simple or the Present
Continuous.

· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read
out the sentences.

· Check Ss' understanding and pronunciation of any
new words.

Answers
2 knows 3 is looking 4 is asking S Do you want
6 is answering 7 understands 8 remember
9 are walking 10 knows 11understands
12 is looking for 13 remembers
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Writing skilIs
Writing a description
· Read aloud the sentences about using adjectives.

Explain that if a sentence contains twa adjectives,
the same order of adjectives is used, e.g. long,
thin arms. Point out the use of commas in lists of
adjectives, except between the last adjective and
the noun.·Write groups of adjectives on the board for Ss to
make sentences using the adjectives in the correct
order, e.g.

l eyes - black round small
(smali, round, black eyes)

2 a box - square red huge
(a huge, square, red box)

s

Kt.
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Exercise 5·Read through the list of adjectives with the class.·Ask Ss to wark in pairs and think of one ar twa
sentences to describe the bear.·Ss tell the class their sentences. Write same of
the sentences on the board and check that the
adjectives are in the correct order. Ss can then
refer to these sentences when they write their own
description.

· Ss wark individually, writing their description and
using same of the adjectives.

]

Resource 3 (page153)
Interaction: whole class
Exercise type: bingo game - gap filling
Aim: to practise stative verbs
Language: I like .../I don't like .../
He hates .../He doesn't know ... , etc.

· Each S gets one card from Resource 3.
· Ss read the sentences on their cards. Set a

time limit (e.g. one minute) for this task.
. Read out the verbs from the list below, slowly

repeating each verb twice. Ss are to fill in the
sentences with the correct forms of the stative
verbs they hear. Point out that sometimes
more than one answer is correct.

need, like, want, love, understand, hate, feel,
see, remember, hear, know

· Read out the list of verbs twice until one of
the Ss fills in all the sentences on his/h er card
and says 'bingo'. Ii the sentences are correct
and logical, the S is the winner. Ii there are
mistakes in his/her sentences, continue the
game until sameone eise completes the task.

Answers
Card 1 l feels 2 likejlove 3 knowsjremembers

4 want S needjwant
Card 2 llikejhatejlove 2 rememberjknowjlikej

hatejlove 3 needjwant 4 hates S knowj
understandjremember

Card 3 l feel 2 knowjremember 3 hatesjlovesj
likes 4 need S knowjunderstandjneedj
want

Card 4 l likejhatejlove 2 feels 3 think
4 needjwant S know

Card 5 l remember 2 knows 3 hatejlovejlike
4 want S feel

Card 6 l knows 2 feel 3 wantjneed
4 knowjrememberjlike S likesjlovesjhates

3 Friends' Magazine
~ ,

Activity BookAnswers I
Exercise1 :

Across: 3 nostrils 4 nose 7 toes 8 mouth I
9 lips 10body I

Down: l fingernails 2 ears S eyes 6 arms II
7~~ I

Exercise 2 I
Stative verbs: feel, love, need I
Non-stative verbs: hold, walk, climb I
Exercise 3 :

2 feel 3 love 4 climb 5 walk 6 need 7 pull I
8 hold I
Exercise 4 I

2 are having 3 are they doing 4 think :
5 is washing 6 Do you like I
Exercise 5 I
2 likes 3 thinks 4 is laughing 5 are playing I
6 wants :
Exercise 6 I
2 Do you need a dictionary? Yes, I do.jNo, l don't. I
3 Are you writing with a pen or a pencil now? I'm l

writing with a penjpencil now. 4 Do you :
understand all the questions in this exercise. Yes,I I
do.jNo, I don't. 5 What do you like about your I
school? I like... 6 What are you wearing at the I
moment?I'm wearing... 7 Doyou rememberyour :
first English lesson? Yes, I do.jNo, I don't. I
Exercise 7 I
2 long, thin fingers 3 short, brown hair 4 smalI, I
pink ears 5 huge, brown feet 6 large, blue eyes :

Exercise 8 I
2 am 3 They 4 the 5 got I

j
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Learning difficulties
Before YOllllse the SB
Il would be good to have twa monkey posters
and to do a brainstorming session/race in twa
groups, to name as many body parts as they
can.

This is a perfect opportunity to do a first
interview for aur Ss' portfolio. Ss interview
an animai ar write a description of an animaI,
ar become an animai which talks and which
can introduce itself to the class, depending on
what Ss would prefer to do. Il is important to
use other channels of communication and a
multisensory approach sa that Ss with dyslexia
can memorise vocabulary describing an animaI.
They could make a poster and name all the
body parts, which would help them if they were
giving a presentation and/ar as a revision tool
at home.

The -s ending is a very difficult concept for all
Ss, not to mention Ss with dyslexia. They need
a fair amount of practice before the rule can be
internalised, therefore allow time, and practice,
practice, and more practice. Praise your Ss for
their efforts, not just for the outcomes.
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Lesson objectives
Structures
Present Simple and Present Continuous

Functions

Talking about routines and events happening
at the moment.

Skill s

Reading skills: reading for general
understanding

Key vocabulary
Fishing: boat, fisherman, harbour, storm(y),
village
Scotland: Orkney Islands, Scottish
Selkie: legend, magical, seat, skin
Other: dangerous, dive, hole, poor, pull, scream,
wave (n and v)

Background information·'Jamie and the Selkie' is a three-part story
of a young boy living in a Scottish fishing
villagein olden times and hisfriendship with
a Selkie (half-sealjhalf-girl creature). In the
first episode, we meet Jamie, his parents and
some of the villagers. We aIso hear about the
seals. During a freak storm, the seals behave
in a very unusual mann er because they attack
one of the fishing boats.·'Selkies' are mythological creatures in Irish,
Icelandic and Scottish mythology that can
transform themselves from seals to humans
by shedding their seal skins and can revert to
seal form by putting their selkie skins back
on. The legend apparently originated on the
Orkney Islands.

Before class
· Make enough capie s of the cards from

Resource 4 on page 154. Youwill need one
set of cards for each group of three ar four Ss
in the class.

Presentationo Exercise 1·Ask Ss to look at the map of Scotland and
the picture. Elicit ar give the Ss same basic
information about Scotland. Encourage them
to talk about what they can see and what is
happening. Use the picture to present key
vocabulary, e.g. seals, rocks, harbour, fishing
boats.·Play the recording twice for Ss to listen and read.
Tell Ss not to worry about understanding every
word at this stage, but to listen and read for
general understanding.

~

e

Comprehension
Exercise 2·Look at the example question and answer with the

class.·Elicit the answer to the second question from the
class.·Ss then wark individually ar in pairs, referring to
the text and answering the questions.·Check Ss' answers by asking pairs of Ss to read
out the questions and answer them.

Answers

2 They make clolhes from animai skins. 3 They are
in Ihe sea near Ihe village. 4 good 5 lo eal and sell
6 He can hear people outside his bedroom windowo
(They are running and screaming. A man is
shouting.)

~
Language box
Present Simple and Present Continuous
· Ask individual Ss to read out the sentences in the

box.
· Remind the class that the Present Simple is used

for routines and the Present Continuous is used
for things happening naw.

· Ask the class to repeat the time expressions after
you.

Extension

· Ask Ss to look at the first four paragraphs of the
text in Exercise l and find and read out sentences
containing the Present Simple.

· Then ask Ss to look at the last twa paragraphs
of the text in Exercise l and find and read out
examples of sentences containing the Present
Continuous.

Practice

o Exercise3·Ask Ss to look at and talk about the picture,
saying what the man is doing and what is
happening. Use the picture to present the word
waves.·Read out the first sentence in the text and elicit
the second answer from the class.

· Ss complete the text working individually. They
can compare answers in pairs before checking
their answers.·Play the recording, twice if necessary, for Ss to
check their answers.·Ask individuals to read aloud the sentences in the
tex!. Correct any serious pronunciation errors and
check that Ss understand the vocabulary.

Answers

2 go 3 sits 4 watches 5 is sitting 6 watching
7 come 8 is blowing 9 help 10shouting
11are leaving 12 running



he

.Exercise 4. Ss wark in pairs, making questions from the
prompts. Tell them not to answer the questions at
this stage.

. Check Ss' questions by asking individuals to read
out their questions.

. Ask twa Ss to read out the example exchange.

. Ss wark in pairs, asking and answering the
questions. Go round and monitor the activity.

. Check Ss' answers by asking same of the pairs to
say their exchanges for the class to hear.

Answers
2 Where are James and his father walking today?
They are walking near the sea. 3 Does a man from
the village always watch the fishing boats at sea? Yes,
he does. 4 Is a man watching the fishing boats
tonight? Yes,he iso S Do the people always help the
fishermen? Yes,they do. 6 What is the man
shouting in the street? He's shouting 'Help! Help!
There's a terrible storm:

Exercise 5

· Give Ss time to read through the questions before
you play the recording.

. Play the recording twice for Ss to listen and
answer the questions.

. Check Ss' answers by playing the recording again,
pausing after each answer.

J
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I Tapescript

: Jamieand hismotherareat the harbour.

: Mum Look,Jamie!There'sthe tishingboat.
I Jamie Oh, mum! The waves are very high. Where's
I dad?
I Mum He's going with some other men in little boats
I to help the tishermen

: Jamie Mum!Thereare lotsot sealsaroundthetishing
I boat.The seals always help the tishermen.
I Mum Are they helping now ?
I Jamie Oh, no! They aren't.
I Mum What are they doing?
: Jamie They'reswimmingintothetishingboat.They're
I making holes in the boat! The water is going
I into the boat. I can't understand it!
I Why are they doing that?
I Mum Oh no! The tishing boat is going under the water!
: Jamie Look!Thetishermenaredivingintothewater.
I Mum Yes, they're swimming to the little boats.
I Jamie Dad and the other men are pulling the
I fishermen into the little boats nowo
I Mum I can't see the seals now, Jamie. Are they
: tollowingthe littleboats?
I Jamie No, they aren't. They're diving under the water
I nowoThey're leaving!
L ~_~______________

Answers
l in alittle boat 2 around the fishing boat
3 They usually help the fishermen. 4 They're
making holes in the boat. S They're diving into
the water and swimming to the little boats.

Reading skilIs
Reading for general understanding·Read out the sentences to the class.
· Ask Ss to look at the picture and the title for

the text in Exercise 6 and guess what the text is
about.

li Sfory fime

Exercise 6
· Ss wark individually, reading the text to find out

what 'selkies' are. Remind Ss to read for general
understanding and not to worry about details ar
individual new words.

~ Exercise 7·Ss wark in pairs, saying what they know about
'selkies'. Encourage Ss to cooperate and pool what
they have learnt from the text.

Resource 4 (page 154)
Interaction: group wark
Exercise type: matching parts of sentences
Aim: to practise the Present Simple and the
Present Continuous with time expressions
Language: They go to the cinema on
Saturdays.jThey're doing their homework naw.

. Ss wark in groups of three ar four.

. Each group gets a set of cards from Resource4.
Shuffle each set of cards before you give it to
Ss. Do one sentence with the whole class as an
example.

. The Ss' task is to formulate grammatically
correct and logical sentences using the cards,
within a set time limit. The group which first
completes the task correctly are the winners.

r--------------------------
: ActivityBookAnswers
I Exercise 1
I 2 storm 3 waves 4 seal S rocks 6 harbour
I 7 village 8 fishermen 9 fishing boat 10 island
I Exercise 2

: 2 storm 3 need 4 morning S weather 6 every
I Exercise 3
I Present Simple: every day, in the summer, never,
loften, sometimes, usually

: Present Continuous: at the moment, now, today
I Exercise 4
I 2 helps 3 're walking 4 goes S are leaving
I 6 need 7 is coming
: Exercise5 I
I 2 What time do they finish work? They finish work at I
I seveno'clock. 3 Arethey workingat the moment? I
I No, they aren't. 4 Where is Jamie going now? He is I
: goinghome. SWhat do you usuallyhave for :

I breakfast?l usuallyhave... 6 Do you ofteneat I
I chocolate? Yes, I do. / No, I don't. 7 Are you eating I
I chocolate now? Yes, lam. / No, I'm not. 8 How I

: many languages do you speak? I speak ... languages. ;
I Exercise 6 I
12b3c4cSa I
L ~

.. .. .'.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ....

Learning dirriculties
Ex l and 2 Here again, the text is rather long
for Ss with dyslexia, sa Ss should listen first,
then read and answer the questions. Ask Ss to
read the first paragraph and answer the first
question, and sa on, to make it manageable for
them.

Ex 3 Do not expect perfect language accuracy
here. Ss with dyslexia need far mare practice
to do this kind of exercise correctly, and same
will never be able to do it, sa be patient and
supportive.

m
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Lesson objectives
Structures
Revised
Present Continuous
Present Simple
because

Functions

Describing what people are doing
Saying what housework jobs people do and
why

Vocabulary
Revised
Household activities: dust the omaments,
polish/dust the fumiture, vacuum the carpet,
wash dothes, wash up (do the washing-up)
New
Household activities: dean the windows, iron,
make the bed, sweep the fioor, take the rubbish
out, tidy the desk, water the plants
Equipment: bin, cooker, dishwasher, duster,
dustpan and brush, electricalequipment, iron,
washing machine, vacuum deaner, watering can
Other: allergic (to)

Before class
Revise some of the 'housework' vocabulary and
the Present Continuous by miming actions for
Ss to say what you are doing, e.g. washing up,
sweeping the fioor, dusting the omaments/books,
polishing the fumiture/table, vacuuming.

Exercise 1·Before starting Exercise l, give Ss a few minutes
to work in pairs, looking at the picture and
reading the names on the children's cIothes.·Ss wark individually or in pairs, looking at the
picture and completing the sentences.

· After checking Ss' ans wers, ask the cIass to repeat
the sentences after you to practise pronunciation.

Answers

2 is dusting 3 is vaeuuming
4 is polishingjdusting S Ann
6 Alex 7 is washing upjdoing the washing-up
B is washing 9 Mary
10John 11Steve
12 Alan
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Extension

· Ss work in pairs, sharing a book. Tell them to
cover page 121 of the book and look at the picture
on page 120, In pairs, Ss take tum to point to a
person in the picture for their partner to say what
the person is doing, e.g. Ben is making the bed.
Monitor and heIp Ss correct any errors.

Exercise 2·Ask Ss to repeat the equipment (l-9) after you to
practise pronunciation and word stress.

· Give Ss time to read through the housework (a-i).
Elicit the first answer from the cIass. Ss then work
individually, matching the equipment (l-9) with
the housework (a-i). They can compare answers
in pairs before checking answers as a cIass.

Answers
2g 3f 4h Sa 6d 7e Be 9i

Extension

· Ss work in pairs, sharing a book. Tell them to
point to the equipment on in the picture as you
say the words. Say the words (l-9) one at a
time, pausing to check that Ss are pointing to the
correct object in the picture.

Exercise 3

· Ss wark individually, circIing the new wards.·In pairs ar groups of three, Ss compare the words
they have circIed.·Check Ss' pronunciation of the words they have
circIed.

Extension·Give Ss one minute to study the spelling of the
words in this lesson. Then ask Ss to cIose their
books.

· Write 4-6 gapped words on the board for Ss to
compIete with vowels (A, E, I, 0, U):

1V_C__M
3SW__P
SR_BB_SH

2C__K_R
4P_L_SH
6_R_N

· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to
compIetethe words on the board and say them.

Answers
l vaeuum 2 eooker 3 sweep 4 polish
S rubbish 6 iron



WhoDoesthe Housework?

re

·Read out the 'list of housework to do' and
the information about Anna, Agnes and Lisa.
Explain or encourage Ss to guess the meaning
of any new vocabulary, e.g. allergic.

· Elicit a sentence for the first item and write
it on the board. Remind Ss to use the Present
Simple tense. If you feel it will help your
students, elicit a11the sentences ora11yfrom the
class before Ss write them.

· Ss work individua11y,writing the sentences.

I

Monitor and help Ss correct any errors.·Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to
read out their sentences. If necessary, write the
sen ten ces on the board.

Answers
Anna vacuums the carpet because she likes
electrical equipment.
Agnes and Lisa sweep the floor because they hate
vacuuming.
Anna, Agnes and Lisa make the (their own) beds
because they tidy their own bedrooms.
Lisa dusts and polishes the furniture because
Anna and Agnes are allergic to dust.
Agnes waters the plants because she loves
flowers.
Anna, Agnes and Lisa wash clothes because they
want to wash their own clothes.
Anna does the ironing because Agnes and Lisa
hate ironing.
Agnes takes the rubbish out because she goes out
at 6 a.m.
Mrs Cook does the washing-up because the girls
don't like washing up.

.t

k

]

Extension
· Write on the board:

lave hatelike dan't like

· Elicit one or two example sentences about
housework, using the verbs on the board, e.g.
l lave watering the plants. l hate dusting.·Students work in groups of three or four, taking
turns to say what housework they lavejlikej
dan't like and hate doing. Monitor and help Ss
correct any serious errors.

..... ,............................

]

Wontterful Wortts

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .'.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Learning dirriculties
Ss with dyslexia need practice in word
recognition in order to be able to read and
write, so after Ex 2, once the students are
familiar with the vocabulary, you or the Ss
themselves could prepare a memory game,
where a picture needs to be matched to a word
describing it. This and other games aiding Ss'
memory that I suggest here, should be played
throughout the course, not only in this unit. You
could spend the 10 last minutes of every lesson
playing a short game.
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Language revised

Vocabulary
llouns and adjectives (e.g. seal, huge)
verb-noun collocations (e.g. polish the
fumiture)
dictionary entries: identification of information
about grammar, pronunciation, spelling and
meaning

Pronunciation

Consonant sounds and phonemic transcription

Grammar
Present Continuous
Present Simple
Stative verbs
Questions and short answers

Before class
Sets of bilingual dictionaries (Exercise 3).

Vocabulary
Exercise 1
· Ask Ss to look at the circles. Check that Ss

understand that they have to separate the nouns
and the adjectives.

· Ss do the exercise working individually.
· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to say

the words they have put in each group. Check
pronunciation at this stage, too.

· After checking Ss' answers, ask them to make
sentences using some of the nouns and adjectives.

Answers
Nouns: housework swimming pool finger legend

hole seal
Adjectives: huge rubbery high hairy young

strong

Exercise 2

· Look at the example matched items wit h the class.
· Ss complete the exercise working individually.
· They can compare answers in pairs before

checking answers as a class.
· After checking Ss' answers, ask them to make

sentences using some of the matched items.

Answers
2e 3f 4d Sa 6g 7c

~

Dictionary skilIs
· Read out the text in the box to the class.
· Ask Ss what information a dictionary gives about

the spelling and pronunciation of write. (lt is spelt
with w but the w is not pronounced.) Ask Ss what
information a dictionary gives about the grammar
and meaningofplay. (Itcan be a noun (meaninga
drama) or a verb (meaning to take part in agame).)

Exercise 3

· Ss can work individually or in pairs, if you wish,
matching the words with the sections of the
definition.

· After checking Ss' answers, ask them to work in
pairs, looking up in their dictionaries some of the
words in Exercise 4.

Answers
2b 3a 4d

Pronunciation

~ Exercise4· Askindividualsto say the words in the list.
· Ss then listen to the recording and see if their

pronunciation was correct.
· Ask Ss to tick the boxes if the sound is the same

in their first language.
· Play the recording for Ss to listen and check their

answers.

Answers
Oependon Ss' first language.

~ Exercise 5· Look at the example item with the class.
· Ss do the exercise working individually.
· Play the recording twice for Ss to listen and check

their answers.
· After Ss have checked their answers, ask

individuals to say the words so that you can check
pronunciation.

j- - - - -- -,
I Tapescrlptandanswers

2 boy 3 tent 4 dog S go 6 father 7 king
8 sing 9 zebra 10 holiday 11me 12 nose
13 long 14 rose 15 yellow

~ - -~

Grammar

~ Exercise6
· Group the Ss in pairs. Ii you have an odd number

of Ss in the class, have a group of three Ss, with
the two weaker Ss sharing a part. Student A in
each pair looks at the picture on page 15 and
Student B in each pair looks at the picture on
page 120.·Check that Ss understand that they ask questions
about the people, animals or things with boxes
next to them. Give Ss time to read through the
example question and work out the remaining
questions. Ii you think it would be helpful, check
the questions with each group of Ss.·Ss work in pairs, taking turns to ask and answer
questions about the pictures and ticking or
crossing their boxes. Monitor the activity, but do
not interrupt Ss' Ouency unless communication
breaks down. Make a note of any general
problems and go over these with the class
afterwards.



·Check Ss' answers by as king pairs ot Ss to say
their questions and answers tor the class to hear.

Answers
Same: the cats playing tennis/the pig diving/the dogi
the cat at the table
Different: Picture B - one pig swimming/the girl
hovering has got a red dress/the girl washing dishes
has got a blue dressitwo monkeys watching
television/the boy emptying the washing machine
has got a yellow T-shirt/the boy sweeping the floor
has got a green T-shirt

]
Exercise7·Ask one of the Ss to read out the example

sentence..Ss wark in pairs, looking at the twa pictures and
writing sentences about the ditferences. Monitor
and point out any errors tor the pairs of Ss to
correct..Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read
out their sentences. Reassure Ss that there may be
more than one way ot expressing the differences.

]

Example answers
2 The tall gir! in Picture A has got/is wearing a blue
dress but she has got/is wearing a red dress in
Picture B. 3 The young girl in Picture A is wearing a
red dress but she is wearing a blue dress in Picture B.
4 Three monkeys are watching TV in Picture A but
two monkeys are watching TV in Picture B. 5 The
boy emptying the washing machine is wearing a blue
T-shirt in Picture A but he is wearing a yellow T-shirt
in Picture B. 6 The boy on the floor is wearing a
yellow T-shirt in Picture A but he is wearing a green
T-shirt in Picture B.

k

Exercise 8
. Ask one of the Ss to read out the first three

sentences of the text.
. Advise Ss to read through the text quickly before

they start completing it..Ss complete the text working individua11y.
. Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read

out the sentences.

,
I
I
I
I
I. Answers

2 cleans 3 goes 4 is making 5 don't usually stay
6 are helping 7 are working

Exercise9.Read out the list ot verbs in the box. Ask Ss

it they can remember the name of these verbs
(stative verbs) and what is special about them.
(We don't use them in the Present Continuous.)

. Ask one of the Ss to read out the example
sentence.

. Advise Ss to re ad through a11the sen ten ces before
they start chaos ing the verbs to complete them. Ss
complete the exercise working individua11y.

. Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read
out the sentences.

Answers
2 knows 3 Do o.. feel 4 need 5 Do o.. want
6 Do ... like

Revisionl

~ Exercise 10. Ss wark in pairs making the questions.
. Check the questions before Ss go on to answer

them..Ask twa Ss to read out the example exchange. Ss
then wark in pairs, taking turos to ask and answer
the questions. Go round and monitor the activity.

. Check Ss' answers by asking same of the pairs to
say their exchanges.

Answers
2 Do you usually help ...? - Yes, I do.jNo, I don't.
3 Are you wearing ...? - Yes, I am./No, I'm not.
4 Do your parents know ...? - Yes, they do./No, they

don't.
5 Are you sitting ...? - Yes, I am./No, I'm not.

CSon1!, TiJllt', )

~ Exercise 1. Ask Ss to look at the picture and guess the answer
to question l. (What is the song about?)

. Give Ss time to read through the remaining
questions before you play the recording..Play the recording ance and see it Ss can answer
the questions. If necessary, play the recording
a second time.

Answers
l a boy and his dog 2 his dog 3 He wakes up and
thinks about Sue. He gives her breakfast. He walks
with her for hours in the park. 4 He is singing this
song and sitting in the sun.

~ Exercise2. . . Ss look at the words of the song on page 120.
. Play the recording again tor Ss to listen and read

the words.
. Then play the recording again, the first time for a11

the class to sing and the second time tor half the
class to sing the first verse, the other half of the
class to sing the second verse and a11the class to
sing the third verse.

Check YourselfUnits 1-4
- Activity Book page 10

Check Units 1-4
- Teacher's Book page 141

Language Tests A/B Units 1-4
- Test Book page 6

: Learning dirriculties
Ss with dyslexia often have dysgraphia
(problems writing letter shapes), sa in Ex l

. a110wthem to draw a line from the word to a
box instead ot writing the words in the boxes.
As said before, do not expect perfect language

, accuracy from Ss with dyslexia. If in Ex 9 a
student fiUsin a blank space with the correct
verb but without the correct ending, for a

: student with dyslexia that is a success because. s/he managed to re ad the sentence and find
the correct verb, which means the student has
understood the sentence.
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Lesson objectives
Skills
To use a picture to predict the content of a story
To practise reading for specific information
To practise listening for specific information
To read and discuss the best ending for a story
To describe photographs using the Present
Continuous
To write a description of a photograph

Skills

Same as FOE Reading Comer l

Vocabulary
Nouns: bed, boat, chair, company, din ing room,
island, letter, light, rabbit, road, Scotsman
Adjectives: cold, dark, electric, famous, heavy,
quiet
Verbs: build, faU, hit, jump, marry, move, paint,
put on

Background information Nowe
'Island for Sale' by Anne Collins is a LeveI l
Penguin Reader.

Before class
· If there is a copy of Island for Sale in your

schoollibrary, bring it to class to show the Ss
(Exercise l).

Vocabulary

Exercise 1
· If you have a copy of Island for Sale, bring it to

class so that Ss can pass it round and look at it.
· Read out the two questions to the class. Ss work

in pairs, discussing possible answers to the
questions.

· The pairs can then exchange ideas as a class
and see how many different answers they have
thought of. Accept all plausible suggestions.

Extension

· Encourage Ss to say what they know or
remember about Scotland, using English as
much as possible.·Ask Ss if they would like to live on an island
like this? Why?jWhy not?

Reading

~ Exercise2· Ask Ss to look at the picture and guess what
is happening.

· Read out the questions to the class.
· Play the recording for Ss to listen and read the

text. Then let Ss read the text again, working
individually and answering the questions.

· When checking Ss' answers, ask them to read
out the section of text that gives the answer.

· After checking Ss' answers, explain or
encourage them to guess the meaning of any
new words.

Answers
1 Youcan see a castle.

Youcan't see houses, roads, cars.
2 going for walks, swimming and fishing
3 He hasn't got .LS,OOOto pay for his electricity.

Speaking
Exercise3·Read out the instructions and check that Ss

understand what to do.·Ask two students to read out the example
sentences.·Give Ss time to study the picture. Help with any
new vocabulary, if necessary.·Ss play the game, describing the room and
saying what is happening. If you wish, Ss can
work in pairs or smali teams, cooperating in
preparing their sentences. Encourage Ss to help
each other correct any serious language errors in
their sentences.

Listening

~ Exercise4
.. ·Read through the expressions in the table with

the class.·Read out the example answer for Mr Moneybags
and ask Ss to complete it.·Play the recording twice for Ss to listen and
match the information.·Check that Ss have matched the expressions
correctly before they write the sentences.·Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read
out the sentences.
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Tapescript
Duncan telephones a man in London. The man's name
is Mr Moneybags. Mr Moneybags sells houses and
castles. Two days later he telephones Duncan.
'Leaping Larry wants to buy your island,' he says.
'Leaping ... who?' Duncan asks.
'Leaping Larry. You know - the lamous American rock
star. He wants to buy your island lor his girl Iriend.'
'A rock star,' Duncan says. 'Oh'.

Leaping Larry and his girl Iriend are coming to the
island by helicopter.
A tall man with long, dark hair gets down Irom it. He's
about lorty-live years old. There's a girl with him. She's
about twenty and has long yellow hair. There's a smali
animai with her. The animai has long white hair.
'Hi,' the man says. 'J'm Leaping Larry and this is my girl
Iriend Roxanne.'

'Hi!' Roxanne says. 'This is my dog, Bobo.'-------- -- ---------

Answers
Mr Moneybags sells houses and eastles. He lives in
London.
Leaping Larry is a rock star. He is about 45 years old.
Roxanne is Leaping Larry's girl friend. She has got
long yellow hair.
Bobo is Roxanne's dog. He has got long white hair.

Extension·Write on the board:

Leaping Lany: 1 nationality?
2 colour of hair?
3 why does he want the isIand?
4 how do they travel to the isIand?

Roxanne: S age?·Play the recording again for Ss to listen for the
answers to the five questions.

Answers
l American
2 dark
3 He wants it for his girl friend.
4 by helicopter
5 about twenty

Reading
Exercise 5·Explain that the pictures are in the right order

for the story.
· Ss wark individually ar in pairs, reading and

matching the texts to the pictures.
· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read

aloud the texts in the correct order to match the
pictures.

Answers
2a 3e 4b Se

Exercise 6·Ss wark individually, reading the twa texts and
ticking the correct ending.

· Pind out how many Ss chose the first end ing
and how many chose the second ending.
Encourage Ss to give reasons for their choice.

Answers
The seeondending (beeausethey are living in the
eastle,not in a new house).

Writing

Exercise7·Read out the example sentence and elicit twa ar
three suggestions for continuing the description.
Ss may find it helpful to share their ideas as
a class. Elicit example sentences and write
prompts on the board for Ss to refer to.·Ss then work individually, describing the picture
and what is happening. Ask Ss to write adraft
first for you to check and help them correct any
language errors. They can then write a fair capy.·In pairs or groups of three, Ss exchange and
read each other's texts. Ss compare their texts
and see what similarities and differences there
are.

III" Skills Camer 1
- Activity Book page 11

-----

ActivityBookAnswersfor SkIlisComer1
Exercise 2
bl eS d2 e3
Exercise 3
3
Exercise 4
Students' own answers


